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anarcho--syndicalismin
For a long time the only organ-
isation in the United States
or Canada that an Anarcho-syn-
dicalist could belong to was
the Industrial Workers of the
World (IWW). Now there is no
doubt that the IWW is a very
fine organisation to be a mem-
ber of, with a track record
second to none in the field of
industrial struggle, but it is
not and never was an ANARCHO-
syndicalist group. Therefore
it is nice to hear of the em-
ergence of both an Anarcho-syn-
dicalist group and a paper wQrk—
towards the same goals as the
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT.

The Libertarian Workers Group
have been on the scene for a
number of years, but it has
taken them a number of years
to get organised. This summer,
along with the paper STRIKE!
organised an anarcho-syndical-
ist conference in St Catherines,
Ontario. The conference was att-
ended by comrades from New York,
San Francisco-Oakland and South-
ern Ontario, While (and you
must remember the size of the
continent) statements were re-
ceived from Denver? Eugene,
Vancouver and several other pl-
aces.

The LWG gave a report on its
work in New York with the Pol-
ish Solidarity movement and its
activities in the trade unions,
particularly District 65 of the
United Automoble Workers and
its general propaganda activity.

The Ontario and Montreal com-
rades were also working with
the Polish Solidarity people.
Their trade union activity was
mainly among the auto and steel
workers as well as working in
the womens movement and, of
course, producing the paper
STRIKE1

The C°mrades from the San on Trade Unions and the Anarch-
Francisco area gave a report
on their very fine paper Ideas
and Action (of which a full re-
port appeared in DA No 10),
also on their work with the
Latin American solidarity net-
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was set up at last years‘ LWG
conference in New York but up
till now it has not managed to
get off the ground, though
after this conference things
are looking much better and
public meetings will soon be
held in New York, San Francis-
co and Toronto. Plans have al-
so been laid for a conference
on Anarchism in Latin America
and the Anarchos Institute
will be approached to provide
background information.

The LWG are now part of the
J

International Workers Associa-
tion (IWA), the Anarcho-synd-
icalist International. For us
in the DAM this is indeed good
news, because today more than
ever we need solid comrades in
North America if we are to be‘,
at all successful in our str-
uggle against the multi-nation-
al corporations, most of whom
have their headquarters in ei-
ther the United States or Can-
ada. (In fact the multi-nation-
als are aware of us and last ,Q.

year Shell-Canada tried to take
out a subscription with one of;
the American anarchist papers,"
they gave up the direct appq§¢~
oach idea after being told that
subscriptions were based on “P7”
earnings. If only they had paid
up we could have supplied them?
with an anarchist paper all OT
their own).

We are looking forward to ;<
working closely with our Amer-
ican comrades in the future and
wish them the best of luck.

C.L.

The LWG can be contacted att-
LWG. PO Box 692, Old Chelsea ,
Station, New York, NY IOII3 USA

The following is a statement

ist movement as seen by the
delegates to the St Catherines
conference, held in July 1982.

The trade unions have, since
their inception,been, at best,
d fensive organisations of work-work, the LALAW and the Polish C 9 V g
ing people. They have been un-Solidarity movement.

The LALAW (Libertarian Aid
for Latin American Workers)

able to alter or abolish the
nature of class rule.

rth america
This is the root cause of the

historic tendency of the unions
particularly at leadership lev-
el, to be come intergrated in-
to the continued functioning
of capitalism. In recent years
that tendency has become more
pronounced, especially as bur-
eaucratic elites, who have a
direct interest in maintaining
the present system of power and
privilige, have consilidated
themselves at the head of trade
unions.

Yet even given this powerful
tendency other factors - the
strucural crisis of capital,
ideological needs, etc. - have
led the ruling clas to attack
the unions and force them, of-
ten unwillingly, into an adver-
sary role. The unions will ev-
en take on a militant and con-
frontational attitude for a
time, but only until a "more
reasonable" position comes to
the fore within the ruling cl-
ass. L

This is the situation that
we find ourselves in today. As
~revolutionaries as anarchist

Ywdrkers, there is a great opp-
prtunityrfaciflg us. The tempor-
ary=militancy§of_¢he union lead-
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-515, as well as the deeper re-
gentment of_the rank and file
against them as well as the
bosses; will engender many str-
uggles over the next few years,
struggles that_may lead to the
Yrebirth of a genuine workers
movement. We cannot hope tp pl-
ay any part in these struggles,
to put forth our ideas and our
programme, if we remain aloof
and abstain from them simply
because they may take place in
a trade union context.

Needless to say, as everywh-
ere else, our activities as an-
archist workers are motivated
by our principles, and we do
not go into the unions to seize
leadership for our selves or
‘capture’ them for anarchism.
We recognise, again, that the
trade unions cannot be trans -
formed into revolutionary org-
anisations, and in participat-
ing inthem we seek for new forms
of organisation and struggle
that will help transform them.

[all



Very few people could doubt
the ferocity of Capitals att-
ack on the working class liv-
ing standards, we have 5 mill-
ion unemployed by the T.U.C.s
calculations and at least one
in seven out oi work by the
governments own estimates. Cuts
in education, housing and heal-
th are going far to reduce the
working classes to the level
of the l930s. Of course we are
living in a time of crisis for
Capital, in Europe alone there
are estimated 20 million out
oi work, and the troubles in
Poland and Rumania as well as
the unrest in Russia can all
be laid at the door of the re-
cession. But in the U.K. we
have grounds for thinking that
what is happening here is not
just the result of the govern-
ments incapacity, but is a
direct outcome of the govern-
ments intention to teach the
working class a lesson.

Lack of Capital.
For instance we hear so much
of the lack of Capital (the
commodity), yet the truth is,
there is no real shortage of
Capital, the lack is man made.
Capital made here in the U.K.
is exported abroad for re—in-
vestment in the Common Market,
in the Third World, and surpr-
isingly in the U.S.A. Britain
is the worlds largest overseas
investor, and is the U.S.s
largest foriegn investor. At
the same time the U.K. is only
third from the bottom of the
league of wage tables being
14th, with only Spain, Ireland
and Greece in that order below
us. Whatever the industrialists
say it is not wages that cause
the poor showing of British In-
dustry today, rather do the
facts lend themselves to the
planned flight 01 Capital.
Ungovernable.
One theory is that the British
Working Class is becoming ung-
overnable. The 1972/4 Heath
government fell as a result of
working class action. Pickets
and wildcat strikes, not the
ballot box brought down Heath,
direct action made the ballot
box and the election redundant.

E
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Five years later it was the
mass action of the lower paid
who brought down the vicious
Government of Callaghan.

Labours Defence.
Onething stands out in all of
this, and that is the willing-
ness of the Labour Party to
play Capitals game. At no time
have the Labour Party/T.U.C.
ooalition done anything posit-
ive to stem the tide of Tory
attacks, indeed observation
shows us that the result of 17
years of Labour Government
since the last war has been to
reduce working class living st-
andards even further. The re-
cord of the last Labour Govern-
ment speaks for itself.
HOUSING:- By 1978 fewer council
houses were being built than
at any time since 1945.
HEALTH:- The first two years
of Labour Government saw the
loss of 25,000 hospital beds.
PRICES:- These doubled between
1974 & 1979, Gas, Electricity,
Postal Charges, Transport all
soared as the Labour Government
withdrew subsidies. Food prices
went sky high for the same rea-
sons.

EDUCATION:- Labour was respons-
ible for cuts that put teachers
on the dole for the first time
since the Thirties.
JOBS:- Under Labour unemploy-
ment hit two million, jobs dis-
appeared at the rate of a thou-
sand a day.
WAGES:- Under Labour the then
Financial Secretary to the
Treasury said that on January
30th 1979, "A family of four
on average earnings were worse
off in real terms than in 1972
under the Heath Government".
Living standards were lower
under Labour than under the
Tory Government.
When we realise that the T.U.C.
is Labours Paymaster, at local
as well as national level, we
begin to realise the defence-
lessness of the working class
under the Tory onslaught. In
the years of the Tory Govern-
ment under Thatcher the reluct-
ance of the T.U.C. to mount an
attack against unemployment,
rising prices or the run down

E
oi the National Health service
has been marked. As the Guard-
ian commentator put it, "what
motivates the T.U.C. is not
opposition to the Tories, but
pique, the fact that the Govern-
ment is ignoring the T.U.C."

The behaviour of the Steel
Unions during the Steel Workers
strike, the failure of the T.U.C
and indeed individual unions
to support the A.S.L.E.F. men
during their struggle, the fail-
ure of the union leadership to
give any real direction in the
in the prosecution or the Health

dispute, highlights the
will to take on Capital
a limited way.

Workers
lack of
in even

A Fight Back.
"If we are to maintain what
little we have never mind im-
prO&€ our position, we must
fight with every means at our
command", so said one speaker
on 22nd Sept, Day of Action,
the question is how?

The first priority is simply
to get the idea discussed, we
can do that by bringing the sub-
ject up at every posible chance,
in the pub, at work during br-
eaks, at our union branches.
The main thing is to get fixed
in peoples mind an alternative
to the usual farce of, "wait
until election time", or "vote
Labour at the next election".
(This latter advice is actually
on a car sticker brought out
by a North East Labour Party.)

It doesn't matter if people
do not agree it is enough that
it enters their consious think-
ing. If they reject it at first
the total inability of the Lab-
our/T.U.C. power group to fight
capital is our best friend. We
should plug the ideas of:-
l..A series of mass demonstr-
ations in every town and city.
2. Mass meetings in every work-
shop before further action.
3. Literature, Posters and
leaflets fully aimed at the
unemployed as well as employed
workers.
4. Call for preparation for
a Mass General Strike.
One of the reasons for the
iailure of the T.U.C.s Day of
Action’efforts has been their

, Contd p9
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ealing to younger people as more
'revolutionar ' than the CZP.

Whenever the right-wing of the
Labour Party wish to make a
telling jibe at the Militant
Trotskyites in their midst,
they point the finger of scorn
and say, "Why don't you join
with the other 57 varieties of
revolutionary’ Parties on the
outside of the Labour Party and
see how far you get?" The impl-
ication is that these organisa-
tions get derisory votes at

skyist groups as rivals to the
C P in the Party stakes App-

Y
and decrying Parliamentarianism
as bourgeois reformism except!

Q I

when they stand for propaganda
reasons, they grew to a moderate
size in the late sixties and
early seventies. Largest is
the Socialist Workers Party
with 4,000 members, mainly white
collar ex-students from the
days oi campus unrest. Believes
Russia to be State Capitalist
since Stalin nudged the be-lov-
ed Trotsky out of being the
top potato in the socialist

QQfi&fifl$MELKEKEJE$Hfi'
QandfiH>wD~N&QMETD
AgmuNemv4A~oswT¢NI$i

General Elections and are, there- mnaANs
fore, irrelevent to the politi-
cal scene. How true is this ob-
servation? At present there are
several Parties in this country
wishing to lead the masses to
their version of the promised
land. Here we look at the three
largest and see what they have
to offer.

Largest, but nowhere as large
as their continental cousins,

 @a

is the Communist Party with ar- fatherlend in the 1920's. Was
ound 18,000 members, decreasing. Viewed by some as more libert-
With an increasingly tatty and arian than most Leninist outfits
expensive Paper» tne Morning but has always maintained its
Star. It has been around since adhoronoo to 'demeerat1o centr-
l92O when it developed from a a1iSm' in its running. Its ‘lib-
handful of small socialist gro— ortarien' 1abe1 was probably
ups
its
the
has
from Russia in the vain hope of
gaining a few more members. The
contrary has happened because policies. Although it calls its-
the hard-lined Stalinists, led
by Syd French, left to form the

and from the beginning owed attached doe to its willingness
allegiance and policies to to Support movements such as
Soviet Union. Recently, it gays and womens‘ rights, so
tried to distance itself long as they See the need for

the role of a leadership Party,
rather than due to its internal

elf a ‘workers’ party itS gov’
erning body, the Central Commi-

New Communist Party. Membership ttee, is mainly made up of ex-
has been declining for years,
in fact, since the tanks rolled has dropped its front organisat-
into Hungary in 1956. They've
stood for Parliament since the

public schoolboys. Recently it

ions such as the Right to Work
and seems to be in a bit of a

1920s but haven't had anyone el- quandarya as to what to do next
ected since 1953. Their member- It looks like the S_w_p_ W111
ship is old and if it weren't
for the quite powerful union
positions they hold, such as
McGahey of the miners and Gill

have to face the problem of
what to do when the vanguard
of the working class is ignored
by the workers they're hoping

of TASS the C.P. would be virt- to 1oad_
ually irrelevant. The Communist In the Sixties the largest
Party has given up any hope of
'leading' the workers anywhere
and is as much of a threat to
capitalism as Doncaster Rovers
reserves.

The last couple of decades

Trotskyisteorganisation was the
Socialist Labour League led by
Gerry Healy. With several thous-
and members it decided to go in-
to the Party business and became
the Workers Revolutionary Party.

Q
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closely guarded secret) has rap
idly declined to an estimated
2,000. Even so, it seems money
is no problem for the W.R.P.,
they produce an inexpensive and
professional daily newspaper as
well as a weekly for the Young
Socialist section. Fleet Street
has mumbled about Libyan Gold
from the megalomaniac Colonel
Gadahfi. Maybe so, the slavish
praise of Libya by the W.R.P.
would make it likely, but their
money would seem mainly come
from their ability to recruit
well-paid members of Equity.
Vanessa and her brother Corin
Redgrave are only two of the
show-biz stars to keep the W.R.P
wheels oiled. The problem is
though, that the membership has
left in droves, mainly due to
its total lack of internal dem-
ocracy. What Trotskys' envoy on
earth, Gerry Healy says is law
and no arguement. Not surpris-
ingly the masses have tended to
ignore this particular vehicle
for their own salvation and the
increasing decline of this out-
fit seems, hopefully to be perm-
anent.

A few other, smaller outfits,
litter the scene, mainly accus-
ing each other of outrageous
crimes such as reformism or,
worst of all, revisionism (mean
ing that someone has dared to
critise the Holy Writ laid down
by Trotsky, Lenin or whoever.)
All of them have a virtual un-
critical view of what the Bol-
sheviks did in the early days
of the Russian Revolution al-
though some criticise Stalins‘
later 'excesses'. This ignores
the fact that the basis for
Stalins rule and dictatorship
were laid down in those very
same early years. Lenin started
the process of defeat for the
workers organisations, the sov-
iets, and laid the foundations
of a police state with a ruling
bureaucracy. Stalin was merely
the inheritor.

The workers of this country,
or any other for that matter,
should not put their hopes for
'salvation' in the hands of var-
ious parties but rely on their
own self-organisation. Whether
reformist or revolutionary the
parties have proved they have
nothing to offer the working
class except their own brand of
coercion and control. The only
true-form of workers control
will be achieved by the workers

has seen the emergence of Trot- gince then its membership (a themselves_ , . GH .

a 



fllibv R|OTS
In the summer of 1982 Micheal
Hesaltine made one of his well
publicised visits to Liverpool.
This self styled Minister for '
Merseyside is no different than
any of the other Tory gang, th-
ey like the Press around them
wherever they go, but on this
occassion we are sure Hesaltine
would have prefered to have
been somewhere else. The good
people of Liverpool have just
about had enough of the slick
fart Tory and so they set ab-
out him with rotten eggs and
putrid fruit. The next day the
Fleet Street rags were full of
the usual crap, "Vicious att-
ack on Minister", "Ungrateful
Citizens Pelt Saviour of Liv-
erpool , etc. etc.

Now thats' all good fun; we
all enjoy reading about some
government hack getting his
comeupence, its always nice to
start the day with a story like
that, but on this occassion
Fleet St and the BBC/ITV mob
had kept from their front pages
and TV screens a story far gr-
eater than any Tory Minister
could command.

On the same day in the same
city a riot broke out large
enough to need 200 riot police,
twelve van loads of back-up
police and carried on for over
five hours. During that time
Petrol Bombs were thrown and
both police and rioters were
injured. Well you might say,
"I never saw anything in the
papers about that", quite true,
there was nothing in the papers
or on the TV screens but none
the less it did take place and
the Press did know about it.

The scene of the rioting was
a large council estate in Ev-
erton known as Sir Thomas Wh-
ites, the locals call it 'To-
mmy Whites’ and like many oth-
er estates in Liverpool it's
falling apart after years of
neglect. Tommy Whites is rath-
er like Railton Rd in Brixton,
the sort of place the police
only go to when they are short
of something to do and want to
make a couple of arrests. The
sort of area where if you put
it down on a job application
form you can be sure someone
else will get the job, the

I _

Press and the police have seen
to that.

So on the day that Hesaltine
was making front page national
news, the rioters of Liverpool
were not even making the local
papers. The Chief Constable,
Kenneth Oxford, did not think
it important enough to tell the
Press, but the Press themselves
were not at all outraged when
they did find out next day. The
Liverpool Post carried just two
columns, two days after a major
riot had broken out in their
city. As for the local radio
station, they said they first
heard the story from the clean-
ing ladies (sounds like one of
those Whitehall jokes) but be-
cause they received no word
from the police they made no
mention of the riot on their
news broadcasts. t

Now that might sound strange
if it were not for one thing,
sometime before the Tommy Whit-
es riots a meeting took place
between none other than Chief
Pig Oxford and the local Press
and Radio and they agreed that
all news coverage of rioting
(there are many riots in Liver-
pool these days) would be fed
through to the police press off-
ice; and to think we always th-
ought reporters used to go out
and risk their lives just to
bring us a story.

But then the Press is not
what it would like us to think
it is, when the editor of the
Daily Star was asked by a BBC
reporter for Radio 4s "Liver-
pool Week" why his paper had
put the Hesaltine story on the
front page and did not mention
the Tommy Whites riots he said
and I do not lie, "because Mich-
eal Hesaltines life was in dan-
ger", unfortunately the BBC
man was trained and therefore

convuls-
true to
the next

did not collapse into
ions of laughter, but
form pressed on with
question, again about

Slur just said, "Don't be a
bore, riots are not important"

Now thats' not what the Slur
was saying last year, but then
the Police and the Press were
not working together, at least
not so well as they are doing
now.
pool. Brixton, Oct 31; we had
all read about that, but did
you hear about the riots in
Notting Hill and Walthamstow
on the same night? I doubt it.
Just another case where the
Police did not think it worth
while to tell the Press or may-
be the Press did not think it
important enough to tell the
public.

This close relationship be-
tween the Police and the Press
is not new, in fact, everything
and every organisation within
the State and believing in the
State must work together or
else what they support will
collapse around them. The Pol-
ice are their own worse enemies
time and time again they behave
in a way totally unacceptable
to the general public, but be-
cause the story is never print-
ed or else retold to give a
good impression they can escape
the wrath of the people.

The events in Brixton are one
good example of this Police be-
haviour, excessive numbers of
Police used to carry out an ev-
iction notice, after eviction
police still remain in the area
this of course leads.to a riot
Riot in London is news. It can t
be hushed up so the Police turn
to the media for help. The Pr-
ess came running, "Not the Fau-
lt of the Police", "White An-
archists Urge on Rioters" (Ev-
ening Standard 2/ll/82) or, the
more underhand approach of pap-
ers like the Guardian who just
report the Chief Pig, word for
word and then sit back and say
"we are not telling lies, we
only quote the Police".

If sometime in the near fut-
ure our comrades in Brixton are
arrested for conspiracy we sh-
ould well remember who is to
blame. C_L,

the riots
this time our man from the Dail

And its not just in Liver-
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TOWARDS ANARCHISM by iififriii
It is a general opinion that
we, because we call ourselves.
revolutionists, expect Anarch-
ism to come with one stroke —
as the immediate result 01 an
insurrection which violently
attacks all which exists and
which replaces all with instit-
utions that are really new.
And to tell the truth this idea
is not lacking among some com-
rades who also conceive the re-
volution in such a manner.

This prejudice explains why
so many honest opponents bel-
ieve Anarchism a thing imposs-
ible; and it also explains why
some comrades, disgusted with
the present moral condition
of the people and seeing that
Anarchism cannot come about
soon, waver between an extreme
dogmatism which blinds them to
the realities of life and an
opportunism which practically
makes them forget that they are
Anarchists and that for Anarch-
ism they should struggle.
Of course the triumph of Anar-
chism cannot be the consequence
of a miracle; it cannot come
about in contradiction of the
laws 0 development (an axiom
of evolution that nothing occ-
urs without sufficient cause),
and nothing can be accomplish-
ed without adequate means.

If we should want to substit-
ute one government for another,
that is, impose our desires up-
on others, it would only be
necessary to combine the mater-
ial forces needed to resist the
actual oppressors and put our-
selves in their place.

But we do not want this; we
want Anarchism, which is a
society based on free and vol-
untary accord — a society in
which no one can force their
wishes on another and in which
every one can do as he/she
pleases and together all will
voluntarily contribute to the
well-being of the coomunity.
But because of this Anarchism
will not have definitively and
universally triumphed until
all people will not only not
want to be commanded but will
not want to command; nor will

they will have understood the
advantage of solidarity and
know how to organize a plan of
social life wherein there will
no longer be traces of violence
and imposition.

And as the conscience, deter-
mination, and the capacity of
people continuously develop and
find means of expression in the
gradual modification of the new
environment and in the realis-
ation of the desires in proport
ion to there being formed and
becoming imperious, so it is
with Anarchism; Anarchism can-
not come but little by little

- slowly, but surely, growing
in intensity and extension.

Therefore, the subject is not
whether we accomplish Anarchism
today, tomorrow, or within ten
centuries, but that we walk to-
wards Anarchism today, tomorrow
and always.

Anarchism is the abolition
of exploitation and oppression
of man by man, that is, the ab-
olition oi private property and
government; Anarchism is the
destruction of misery, of sup-
erstitions, of hatred. Theref-
ore, every blow given to the
institutions oi private proper-
ty and to the government, every
disruption of the present con-
ditions, every lie unmasked,
every part oi human activity
taken away from the control of
the authorities, every augment-
ation of the spirit of solidar-
ity and initiative, is a step
towards Anarchism.

The problem lies in knowing
how to choose the road that
really approaches the realis-
ation of the ideal and in not
confusing the real progress
with hypocritical reforms. For
with the pretext of obtaining
immediate ameliorations these
false reforms tend to distract
the masses from the struggle
against authority and capital-
ism; they serve to paralyse
their actions and make them
hope that something can be att-
ained through the kindness of
the exploiters and governments.
The problem lies in knowing how
to use the little power we have

Anarchism have succeeded HD1685 - that we gg Qn aghieving, in

the most economical way, more ion of things contrary to his
prestige lor our goal. dnatural desires. Take away

There is in every country a governmental violence and ours
government which, with brutal would have no reason to exist.
force, imposes its laws on all; We cannot as yet overthrow
it compels all to be subjected the prevailing government; per-
to exploitation and to maintain, haps tomorrow from the ruins
whether they like it or not of the present government we
the existing institutions. It cannot prevent the arising of
forbids the minority groups to another similar one. But this
actuate their ideas, and prev— ‘does not hinder us, nor will
ents the social organisations it tomorrow, from resisting

-in general from modifying them- whatever form of authority -
selves according to, and with, refusing to submit to its laws
the modifications of public op- whenever possible, and consta-
ion. The normal peaceful course ntly using force to oppose
of evolution is arrested by force.
violence, and thus with viol- Every weakening of whatever
ence it is necessary to Pe°Pen kind of authority, each acc-
that course. It is for this eeeion of liperty will be e
reason that we want a violent progress towards Anarchism;
revolution today; and we shall always it should be conquered
Want it always ' 50 1on8 as - never asked for; always it
man is Subject to the imP05it‘ should serve to give us great-

,-4"" I’ -_""‘~ .¢-F" —‘ -‘H.. \ ,
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er strength in the struggle;
always it should make us cons-
ider the state as an enemy
with whom we should never make
peace; always it should make
us remember well that the de-
crease of the ills produced
by government consists in the
decrease of its attributions
and powers, and the resulting
terms should be determined
not by those who governed but
by those who were governed.
By government we mean any per-
son or group of persons in the
state, country, community, or
association who has the right
to make laws and inflict them
upon those who do not want
them.

We cannot as yet abolish
private property; we cannot
regulate the means of product-
ion which is necessary to work
freely; perhaps we may not be
able to do so in the next in-
surrectional movement. But this
does not prevent us now, or
will it in the future, from
continually opposing capitalism
or any other form of despotism.
And each victory, however sm-
all, gained by the workers ag-
ainst their exploiters, each
decrease of profit, every bit
of wealth taken from the in-
dividual owners and put at the
disposal of all, shall be a
progress - a forward step to-
wards Anarchism. Always it sh-
ould serve to enlarge the cl-
aims of the workers and to in-
tensify the struggle; always
it should be accepted as a vic-
tory over an enemy and not as
a concession for which we sh-
ould be thankful; always we sh-
ould remain firm in our resol-
ution to take with force, as
soon as it will be possible,
those means which the private
owners, protected by the gov-
ernment, have stolen from the
workers.

The right o£.force having
disappeared, the means of pro-
duction being placed under the
management of whoever wants to
produce, the result must be the
fruit of a peaceful evolution.

Anarchism could not be, nor
would it ever be if not for

those few who want it and want
it only in those things they
can accomplish without the co-
operation of the non-anarchists.
This does not necessarily mean ,
that the ideal of Anarchism
will make little or no progress,
for little by little its ideas
will extend to more people and
more things until it will have
embraced all the people and
all life's manifestations.

Having overthrown the govern-
ment and all existing danger-
ous institutions which with
force it defends, having con-
quered complete freedom for all
and with it the means of regul-
ating labour without which lib-
erty would be a lie, and while
we are struggling to arrive at
this point, we do not intend
to destroy those things which
we little by little reconstruct.

For example, their functions
in the present society the ser-
vice of supplying food. This
is being done badly, chaotically
with great waste of energy and
material and with the capital-
ist interests in view; but af-
ter all, one way or another we
must eat. It would be absurd
to want to disorganise the sy-
stem of producing and distrib-
uting food unless we could sub-
stitute for it something bett-
er and more just.

There exists a postal service.
We have thousands of criticisms
to make, but in the meantime
we use it to send our letters,
and shall continue to use it,
suffering all its faults, until
we shall be able to correct or
replace it.

There are schools, but how'
badly they function. But because
of this we do not allowour ch-
ildren to remain in ignorance -
refusing their learning to read
and write.

Meanwhile we wait and strugg-
le for a time when we shall be
able to organise a system of
model schools to accomodate all

From this we can see that,
to arrive at Anarchism, mater-
ial force is not the only thing
to make a revolution; it is ess-
entialvthat the workers, group-
ed according to the various br-

pto



TOWARDS ANARCHISM

MALATESTA

anches oi production, place th
emselvesin a position that will
insure the proper functioning
of their social life - without
the aid or need of capitalists
or governments.

And we also see that the An-
archist ideals are far from be-
ing in contradiction, as the
"scientific socialists" claim,
to the laws of evolution as pr-

TORY GAIN?!
The shrinking of the job market
has led to unemployment figures
that would have been unthinkable
a few years ago. Manufacturing
output fell by 2.4% in December
1981 to the lowest level for 15
years. Young people have been
the hardest hit by unemployment-
The Manpower Services CommiSSi0fl
said that in the second quarter
of 1982 68% of the under 18's
will be unemployed and by Sept
1983 the prediction is that
300,000 of the 18 year olds and
under will be unemployed.

The Thatcher government has
_ taken the working class for a

ride. The De Lorean affair has
cost tens of millions, but the
boss class has made a dent in
the economy of £lObn.

According to the opinion polls
the electorate loves the Tories
as absolutely as a masochists
love their whips. The far left
must think, in one way, that
their dreams have come true.

h t ts f r. ' e were ax cu ooved by science; they are a con— Flrst_t re
ception which fits all these
laws perfectly; they are the for th? masses’ then_the S?11?ng
experimental system brought
from the field of research to
that of social realisation.

ERRICO MALATESTA

The above was first published

the rich and then unemployment

of national assets like Britoil
cheap as near gifts to their
friends in the city.

The thatcher administration
continues to attract substantial
support in spite of presiding

f ' d
in the thirties and was highly over the collapse O ln uétry. and mass unemployment. This
regarded by Carl Harp.

PLASTIC PEOPLE
OF THE

UNIVERSE
Ivan Jirous, iounder member
and artistic director of the
dissident Czechoslovakian und-
erground rock group, Plastic
People of the Eniyerse has
just been sentenced to 3% yrs
imprisonment. This was for the
possession of dope and editing
and underground arts magazine.
This sentence, his fourth for
cultural dissidence, will be
spent in a 3rd category prison
- the harshest regime - which

allows only one visit per year
for close relatives plus a 1Kg
parcel. Three other people
have also been imprisoned for
their help in producing the
magazine.

fact presents a problem of pol-
itical analysis for everyone

I Iwho isn t a Tory. The Falkland
Factor’ has been cited but this
cannot be used to explain what
is going on; at least not over
an extended period of time. Nor
can the crisis within the Labour
Party be used to explain the
Tories popularity. The Boss Cl-
ass has the financial resilience

to ride out the recession, but
their votes alone would not el-
ect Thatcher again.

The main arguement seems to
be between those who hold that
the working class has now few
expectations for the future and
can see no alternative path to
take. The alternatives are that
Thatcher has got it right and
there is no other alternative,
or that the British voters are
stupid. Neither of these alter-
natives seems very likely to me.
what in fact the Thatcher govern-
ment has done is to firmly plug
itself into the underlying ideo1'
ogy of free market capitalism
with the emphasis on thrift,
hard work and individual init-
iative. This ideology lies just
below the surface of all polit-
ical parties in Britain. However
radical the founding of the Wel-
are State and 'mixed economy’
appeared to be, such develope-
ments have never challenged the
basis of capitalist power and
the values that capitalism end-
orses.

The values that the present
government preaches at every
opportunity are thus nearer to
breathing to many people, and
are not treated sympathetically
by most people.

The idea that money is a true
measure of value and that being
poor or unemployed is a personal
_weakness is widespread. The gov-
ernments strength lies in this
identification with capitalist
idealogy and it is to the shame
of the so-called socialist opp-
osition that these ideas remain
totally unchallenged because they
are interested in putting the
‘Welfare State‘ veneer over the
power structure JCB
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"Of course it's always been one of our basic premises that a happy
treadmill is an efficient treadmill. "
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TOWARDS A GENERAL STRIKE

reluctance to communicate with
the rank and file, now we are
getting a definate lash back
because of this lack of comm-
unacation. Various groups in
the Health Service i,s_ Man-
chester and London ambulance
drivers are breaking ranks and
using the inadequacy of the
Days of Action, plus the fact
that, "at no time have we been
consulted", as a reason for
their action.

we have to get the struggle
taken out of outside forces
and returned to the rank and
file who are doing the actual

Association, inform the shop
stewards committee that "you've
had your rise, your back on
full time", he moved the shop-
floor faster than a dose of
senna pods.

Reed's remark worked like a
charm - anything more explosive
would have been hard to imagine.

A paid armchair agitator Reed,
runs the Engineering Employers
Association - a local body of
political string—pu1lers with
a keen eye to their bank balances

Fixing the Holcroft strike
was a triumph for the Associa-
tion; as good a business pract-
ice required the stoppage to
compensate for the problemsstruggling. This means by-pass- _k t th _

ing the Union Officials and @a‘?Sed by the 5'” e a ,8”

structures, after all there
are the people in employment,
those who are out of work and

building our Own working class major customer Renolds, Miln
and the slackness in traderow,

generally.

those who work at home. Some D
rdin-effort must be made to coo

ate the action and the tradit-
ional syndicalist way would be
a series of Community Councils
by-passing officialdom and run
by the participants.

THE TALE

OF TOLLEYS'

TONGUE
Tolley chewed his tongue off
during the pay negotiations
earlier this year.

JP

That's what comes of talking
to your workers with tongue-in-
cheek and manufacturing a str-
ike-

As the shopfloor of Holcroft
Castings, Rochdale, took to
the strreets in May, their man-
aging director took to his
private hospital bed for ser-
ious tongue surgery. This acc-
ounts for his disappearance
from the factory during the
first week of the strike and
explains why he didn't take
any part in negotiating the
settlement.

Troublemaking is an indisp-
ensible part of the craft of
management. So by getting a
junior manager to tell a shop
steward, "This lot (the Holcr-
oft workers) haven't got the
guts to strike", and having
Clive Reed of the Employers’

1
25$’ -_;;_

\%
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"I'm very busy.
‘I've got lots

of letters to

\\”tm’
The Political Pox.
In the same way that syphilis
is a pox of the penis, so pol-
itics is a pox of the tongue.

John Tolley has got a bad
dose.

He's savaged and abused his
tongue almost to the point of
political martyrdom. All for
the good of the company and
combine.

If he's not careful he'll
ruin his health. He can rarely
address his workers new with
out Coughing and spluttering
to clear his throat of b1Ood_
At meetings with the stewards
he seldom speaks and restricts
himself LO nods and gestures,
and nervous twitches such as
one sees more commonly among
tic-tacs at race meetings.

Stagemanaged Strike,
But despite these physical dis-
abilities, Mr Tolley is an art-
ful practioner of his manager-
ial craft. His backstairs man-
iPU1ation of the strike was pr-
oof enough of this,

His masterstroke - his class-
ic contribution, if you like,
to the strike, was to put up
the workers backs while keeping
his own involvement invisible.

All those taunts, sneers and
jeers at the workers of Holcr-
oft, delivered by managerial
shrimps owed more to Tolley's
talents in ventriloquism and
puppet master, than to any
guts or gumption on the part
of the junior management.

Look at his achievements.

A stagemanaged strike in May
to ease the slack caused by a
fall off of business; made over
a tenth of the workforce redu-
ndant with minimum resistance
in April; imposed a 39 hour
week according to management
wishes and against the wishes
of the shopfloor in November
last year; reduced the Canteen
from a virtual prison diet to
something approaching a bread
and water regime of soup and
sandwiches in October last
year.

The only blot on Mr Tolley's
otherwise clean record was re-
cently when he tried to short-
change the shopfloor over a
proposed system of payment
through the Banks. This scheme
was decisively rejected by
the shopfloor.

Mock Innocence.
As a business minded politician,
Mr Tolley dispays all the adv-
antages of his earlier American
education.

Pay no attention to those
who say he was an English ed-
ucation reject.

Though less classy than our
English institutions, the US
businass schools instill a ch
ildlike innocence. Mr Tolloy,
has marketed this charming inn-
ocence of the New World to dis-
guise his own native cunning‘
to great effect.

Look at him next time you
get a chance.

Watch his eyes blinking and
bewildered behind his glasses.

Ask yourself!
Would butter melt in his

mouth?
Few can have followed the ad-

vice_of Lady Macbeth more clos-
ely than John Tolley:

"...bear welcome in your eye,
Your hand, your tongue:
Look like the innocent flower
But be the serpent under it."

9.
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234%
As the economy slides ever
further into decline its nice
to know not every one is having
a rough time of it. In the so-
called public sector most people
have heard of the head of B.R.,
Sir Peter Parker, and his £60,
000 pay packet. But he.isn't
the highest paid, that honour
goes to Philip Shelborne head
of the British Oil Corporation
at £62,000 a year, with fellow
board members averaging £42,000
a year. Not bad for an enter-
prise that only employs 2,000
people nationally. Of course,
in the world of business and
high finance there are such
things as'part-time' director-
ships, highest paid of which
in the public sector goes to
Nigel Foulkes of the Civil
Aviation Authority with an ann-
ual kick—back of £29,105. Also
on the part-time scene is the
head of the National Bus Com-
pany, Lord Shepperd aLabour
peer, who manages to scrape by
on £21,828 a year. If you
fancy a job in the public
sector there is a vacancy at
the head of the U.K. Atomic
Energy Authority but the pay
is a relatively low £45,000
full time.

Over in the private sector
things can look less rosy but .mfi@%§%%"%% §§§§%§§§fiee-
a 1 1 i s no t o ften wh at i t seems .
Fo r i n s t anoe the he ad o f E s t - ¢._=,___"‘='=‘-i‘='s'i'a?. % .-==a=?§-=j 1=‘-='=E?‘== ~.a=:;=. .’§£__
ates and General Investments, ifieégfim“ semi?
P.B, Erowling, was seen to be
paid less than £1,000 for the
whole of 1981. Luckily enough
for him he also 'made' £262,825
in dividends from the 8 million
shares he owns. Talking of such
amounts most of us look upon
as 'pools winnings‘; money not
the result of one years work.
Needless to say SONG People
have no qualms about straddling
the public/private divide. Sir
John King of Babcock Internat-
ional was paid £59,000 as a
director, received £78,000 in
dividends but also received
g23,800'as part-time chairman
of British Airways. Remember
all these sums, and they're
really the tip of the iceberg,
the next time some fat arsed
bastard is telling you to live
within your means, tighten
youe belt, ad nauseum.

Médffiii and More Mam
You are at a party and some-
one calls you a workerist -
how do you reply? Could it be
true? Yet your boyfriend says
you are an ultra-left while
your sister claims you have
Pabloite tendencies so you
don't really know what to say.
How could one not want to read
on after an intro like that.

'Go Fourth and Multiply' by
Prunella Kaur is a pamphlet
on the Marxist left in Britain:
and what a left we have, start-
with Militant and going all
the Wat through the SWP, IMG,
WRP, WSL, Sparts, RCG, RCP,
RWP, NCP, CPB (ML),‘Big F, and
the SPGB.

We learn that the SWP have
1,500 paid up members plus an-
other 1,900 who seem to be a
bit short of cash at the mom-
emt. On the other side of the

Though the pamphlet is a
bit dated ie., lots of refer-
ences to the Anti-Nazi League
and punch-ups with the NF, it
is worth reading even if only
for pieces like the LPYS song:
"We joined the British pablo-

ites
To set the workers free

Coin (this must be a twenty‘ But that rascal Pablo sold us
pence coin) the WRP have be-
tween 500 and 600 members,
while the IMG or should I say

out
To the Arab bourgeoisie."

the Socialist Challenge Supp— With lines like that how could
Ortere Group have 580. The the workers not drop their
Spartacus League (fancy tak- t0015 and f0110W?
ing your name from a filmf) 'Go Forth and Multiply' by
have 90 members mainly in Lon— Prunella Kaur. 30p from Dial-
don, Birmingham and Sheffield Ogue of the Deaf, BOX 99
which is why 1 only see them Full Marks Bookshop, 110
on demos in the Big Smoke. Cheltenham Rd; Bristol 5

IZTOK in
POLAND

A member of the Iztok collective
recently visited Warsaw, making
contact with members of the "anti-
totalitarian left", which includes
anarchists, trotskyists and revol-
utionary marxists. They were given
about 40 copies of Iztok No 2 in
Polish. The anti-authoritarian
left is in urgent need of both
theoretical materials and publi-
cations about the history oi ana-
rchism, particularly polish anar-
chist history. Iztok can arrange
transportation,and have issued an
appeal for books and pamphlets etc
in English, Polish and Russian.

Prior to the coup there was an
anarchist group in Warsaw and an-
other in Wroctaw and several sm-
all groups of individuals scatter-
ed round the country. Maximoff's
Pamphlet, My Sggial Credo was pub-
lished in the university of War-
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saw and N2wa_GazetaWMa;owieclla,
(an anti—authoritarian marxist
paper published at the university)
has carried several anarchist texts

Since Dec 13 the Warsaw group
has been jailed and there has been
no further contact with the Wroc-
taw group or the people in the
provinces, although many are st-
ill at large. Just after the coup
a group in Warsaw (anarchistic
rather than anarchist) brought
out several leaflets. All activ-
ity has been at a standstill for
several months now, but due to
shortage of material rather than
to repression.

#********************************

Books and money for Polish comrades
can be forwarded to Iztok via the
DAM International Commission.



ANARCHO-SYNDICALISM IN NORTH
AMERICA

The type of organisation we
believe will lead to the over-
throw of capitalism — revolut-
ionary syndicalist unions, work
ers councils and assemblies -
cannot exist as permanant org- ed to have more letters publish-
anisations of the entire work-
ing class, in a non-revolution-
ary situation they must be tr-
ansitory; 7

They will be built a step at
a time out of autonomous work-
ers’ groupings that exist to two items of our aims and princ-
some extent even today. To fac-
ilitate our participation in tain words underlined like work-
this process we must begin by
re—grouping ourselves now, cr-
eating new means of discussion
and communication, autonomous
struggle groups and committees
of anarchist militants in var-
ious workplaces and industries.

The future begins today.
We must seize it or lose it.

THE UNKINDEST CUT:
\-..

' T

The Thatcher Govt has succ-
essfully sold its economic pol-
icies to a sizeable section of
the British electorate using
arguements which appeal to the
thrifty and the 'good manager’,
but which do not stand up to
serious examination. The very
,;erm 'cuts' is a misnomer if it
implies an end to waste and to
make savings. Tory policy is
not one of cutting costs but of
shifting expenditure from the
social sphere to the military -
area.

There is going to be more re-
flation for the inhabitants of
the Falkland Islands (1700)
than for the entire population
of these Islands (56 million)
The Falkland War has already
cost £700m. Secret estimates

REPLY  
Recently you may have noticed,
that 'Direct Action' has start-

ed in its columns. More people
are writing to us and we like
to print their letters.

A short time ago we receivedfi.
our shortest communication to.
date, it consisted of the first

iples, i.e. 1, and 2, with cer-

ing, class and free and class-,
less society with a questionJ
mark. Theimplicit question was,
reading between the lines, is A
that there appears to be a con—
tradiction between the two st- A
atements. While no doubt our ’
Aims and Principles could per-
haps be sharpened up a bit, we
believe there is no basic cont-1
radiction between being a work-_
ing class organisation and want;
ing to create a free and class-
less society. -

Workers, the majority of the
population in every country,
are in fact the only economic
C1855 Which would benefit from‘
a classless society. All others,
whether they be the capitalist
bosses of the 'West' or the ‘
techno-bureaucrats of tHa'East'}
are perfectly satisfied with-p
their respective systems. They.
are HOI going to stick their .
collective necks out to change;
a set-up which is to their ad-
vantage.

Wage slaevery like other forms
of slavery will be brought to
an end by rebellion, when the
underclass refuses to take ord-
ers from the bosses and task-
masters. To this end it is nec-
essary to organise as a class g

for the capital cost of a new in Order to escape from the Con"
Falkland airfield Phantom air
craft from the USA and an anti-‘S Arbeiter Stalag Escape Committee .%5 ‘ \ ~
aircraft system are now put at
between £500m and £lBn. This
will be spent during the finan-
cial year 1983/4 which doubles
ealier estimates!

Our welfare and health have
to be sacrificed for this 19th
century adventure in the South
Atlantic. Randolph Bourne wrote
that "War is the health of the
State", and this is true. The
States‘ cheek shows a healthy
bloom due to its recent trans-
fusion of young blood while our
welfare system bleeds to death.

JCB

_ fines of class society. S R

SUBSCRIBE

UK & Ireland . . . . . . . ..£2.QQ
OVERSEAS . . . . . . . . . . . ..£2.5O
I wish to suscribe to DIRECT
ACTION . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ..
NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
ADRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
I O I Q O I Q Q I 0 I o O I o o Q Q Q Q . . . . . ..

Q I O I O I Q Q Q Q I I 0 I Q 0 Q I Q o Q § Q Q . ..

POSTCODE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
I enclose£ subscription
Send to:- DAM 164/166 Corn
Exchange Bldgs, Manchester.
M4 SEN.

1
HEATHFIELDS .

Last July, following disagree-
ments over a pay claim, 21 work-
ers at Heathfields, an electric
cable drum manufacturers in Sl-
ough, were fired. This resulted
in a three month dispute which
currently looks likes developing
into another 'Grunwick'.

Several arrests have so far
been made for picketing contra-
ventions. The dispute began be-
cause those fired — all black -
were being paid approximately
30p an hour less than their wh-
ite counterparts. After an over-
time ban a further 17 workers
were dismissed for showing sol-
idarity.

Since then Heathfields have
employed several strong—arm tac-
tics against the pickets includ-
ing a direct alarm link with the
police to warn them when a del-
ivery is due, and the use of
cameras, strategically placed
opposite the main entrance, to
monitor the pickets.

The dispute is officially
backed by the GMWU, the trade
union of which all those sacked
are members, and SOGAT, the un-
ion representing most oi the
white workers employed at the
firm. But so far there has been
little support from the TGWU
or from its lorry driving memb-
lers who daily cross the picket
lines when making deliveries.

Latest news is that WAR (Work-
ers Against Racism-a trot front)
is organising support for the

' k .P10 ets South London DAM

Observer
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“You could try for the scientific civil
service, but you’ll need KGB clearance.”
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LOCAL
ANARCHIST
PAPERS
ANGRY (Hull)
Box HAG, LAP
59 Cookridge St,
Leeds.

SEDITIOUS IHISPERS
Box A, I
Project 35,
49a Market Place,
Doncaster,
South Yorkshire.

BLACK STAR
8 Thomas St
Ryhope
Sunderland.

COMON CAUSE
25 Liverton Crescent,
Thornaby,
Cleveland.

SOUTH LODON STRESS
121 Railton Rd,
Brixton,
London.
OUTTA CONTROL
7 Iinetavern St,
Belfast.

PRACTICAL ANARCHY
Box 3,
488 Gt. Iestern St,
Glasgow G.l2

POISON'PEN
14 Silchester Rd,
St Leonards on Sea,
Sussex.
N0 CHOICE
Canbridge G
Box 4
186 East Rd,
Cambridge.

FREE IINGED EAGLE
Over the later,
Sanday,
Orkney.
KII7 ZBL

NO FRONTIERS
International - Anti-Author-
itarian - News. No.1 now out
Articles on Spain, Alternat-
ive Berlin, Latin America,
Sw®mE.mmm.mMmmd
by DA]! and avilable from
D.A.M- Box 20, 164/166 Corn
Exchange Buildings, Hanging
Ditch, Manchester M4 3BN.
Price 30p

BLACK FLAG
Organ of the Anarchist Black
Cross.
Over the Water,
Sanday,
Orkney KW17 2BL.
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VOLYA
Bulletin of the Campaign for
Solidarity with tho Soviet IN A TIME or UNIVERSAL DECEIT,
Working Class» TELLING THE TRUTH IS A
83 Gregory Croooont ,  REVOLUTIONARY AC‘I‘
Elthami George Orwell

I would like to know more about
the Direct Action Movement:-
NA“E¢¢¢ o Q ¢ o n ocuoooaoooaoaoouna

ADDRESSIlI'OIIIO‘OI"' F ' ' ' ' ' ' ' "'

POS'I'CODE........ . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
0CCUPATION...... . . . . .
TRADE UNION.............;.....
Cut out and send to DAM:-H '
164/166 Corn Exchange Buildings
Hanging Ditch, Manchester M4 3BN

l_I3l1BE@‘fi‘ lil@‘fi“ll(DRl
lill®\l7EKJEER"l5T

MOVEIIENT

t I) The Direct Action Movement is a working c-lass
organisation.
(2) Oar aim is the creation of a frev and clas:-=loss .-iociv
{ 3) We are flgnting to abolish the state, --¢,—apitali.~=m and
wage slavei-y in all their forms and l"("pl3-('0' them by self-
managed prorlmiion for nc.-ml not profit.
(4) In order to bring about the new social order, the
workers nus" mice over the nw.-ans of production and
distrilzntion. We are the sworn enemies of those who
would take over ‘on behalf of’ the workers.
(5) We believe that the only way for the working class to
achieve this IH for independant organisation in the work
place and community and federation with others in the
same industry and locality, indepcnckint of, and opposed
to all political parties alll trade union llirealicmicics.
All such workers’ orgnisations mist be controlled by
the svorkcrs themselves and oust unite rather than divide
the workers lnoveinent. Any and all delegates and
representatives of such workers’ organisations must be
suljcct to immediate recall by the workers.
(6) We are opposed to all States and State institutions.
The working class has no country. The class struggle is
worldwide and recognises no artificial bounchries. The
armies and police of all states do not exist to protect
the Walters of States, they exist only as the
rcprmsive arm of the ruling class.
(7) We oppose racian, sexism, militarism and all
attitudes and institutions that stand in the way of
equality and the rifllt of all people everywhere to
control “IE5; own lives and their cnvimmmt
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